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Francis Bacon (1561-1626) 

• Era of Elizabeth; then James I 
• Cambridge, law, political office; works 
• Inaugurate new inductive science 
• Modern; non-teleological 
• Oppose scholasticism, medieval tradition of Christian-Aristotelianism 
• Bacon progressive 

Philosopher of Science 
• Originally science & philos not separate 
• Science always needs a philosophy: What assumptions? Methods? Count as true? 

Why science? 
• Bacon known as “philosopher of science” 
• But his new science has important social/political implications  
• New science still has political problems (more dangerous with new power?) 

Novum Organum (New Method) 
• Establish authority of observation (to get knowledge of external world) 
• Experimental method 
• Results added to “Table of Discovery” 

Attack Traditional “Learning;” Establish New Science 
• Oppose unsatisfactory learning styles 
• Not producing “works” nor “charity”(1.1;1.2)  
• Attack scholastic disputations as sterile 
• Want “divorce” of natural phil (science) from theology 
• Subdue nature (p.366) (2.2) 
• No place for contemplation  
• Exclude transcendent 
• Use systematic, inductive science 
• Go from particulars to generalizations 
• Man to recapture dominion over nature (see “Prometheus”) 
• Men are most grateful to those who have “relieved man’s estate” (368) 
• Practical aim: promote inventions (369) 
• “Fruits and works … are sureties for the truth of philosophies.” (NO p. 71) 
• True goal of sciences: human life get new discoveries & powers (NO p. 78) 
• New method: Great Instauration (369; 1.2) (New Organon as the essential part)  
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• Idols= false opinions (3.1-2); esp. idols of all “received systems” of philos or 
science 

• “New men,” merchants, could bring successful naval imperialism (373-4) 
• Imperialism in terms of econ gain 
• Reject syllogism (2.1) 
• Must produce “works”, “fruits” (1.1) 
• Experiments & inventions (2.2) 
• Induction as science (2.1) 
• Only civil peace could bring progress (371) 
• Major political socio/economical implications 

New Atlantis
• Utopia; absence of political conflict 
• Use modern science 
• “Nature” is without purpose 
• Teaching: “vex” & “torture” nature 
• Use experiments; “conquer” nature (2.2) 
• Want that which “relieved man’s estate”  
• Hedonist 
• Promote inventions; collective research 
• Ideal society statues of inventors (not heroes) 
• Knowledge requires cooperative; collective research (see also NO p.89) 
• Progressive  
• Levels: scientist, skilled technicians, research assistants 
• Experiment, invent to “subdue” necessity & “miseries” of man (2.2) 
• Bensalem: a technological paradise (376) 
• Solomon’s House (in Bensalem) academy of scientists (375) 
• Absolute power of science community 
• Free us from obscurantist traditions (382) 
• Holy war, crusade 

Deadening effect of antiquity (claimed) 
• Assault on authority & antiquity (1.1; 3.2) 
• Use experiments & inductive method 
• Aristotle. modern followers,” schoolmen” “abandoned experience altogether” 

(NO p. 61) 
• Separate science (natural philosophy) from theology 
• Wanted new marriage of mind of man with actual things 

Science & Christianity 
• Scientific research: must be chaste (no ornament) 
• Holy (Christian humility & reverence) 
• Legal (according to rules & proper method) 
• Appealed to human consequences of thinking differently 
• Christian ethic: charity to others 

Nature, Science, Politics 
• No final cause; no purpose in nature 
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• Aware: using inventions - still have political problem, separate good & bad  
• Provisional teaching: conserve monarchy, church (need peace, & support) 
• Goal is imperialistic (not peace): military, naval power & experiments (see 

Essays) 
Science & Social Order 

• Abolish authoritarian medieval religion 
• Substitute authoritarian science 

Appropriate Method 
• Separate national philosophy from theology 
• Scripture not impose a certain philos 
• Induction; make generalizations 
• Make generalizations about generalize 
• Devise appropriate experiment 
• Not use texts, authors (no “idols”) 

Classical v Modern Elements 
• Classical 
• “Wisdom of the ancients” 
• Importance of knowledge 
• Rule by Solomon’s house (wise) 
• Modern 
• Cosmos is alien 
• Non-teleological 
• No end in nature, instead conquer it 
• Hedonistic 

Themes in Bacon 
• What is true knowledge? 
• Even haphazard observation helped us 
• E.g. Sailors - oceans; mining; artillery - warfare 
• Away from world of university 

Invention & Progress 
• What is true knowledge? 
• Even haphazard observation helped us 
• E.g. Sailors - oceans; mining; artillery - warfare 
• Away from world of university 
• Inventions: require many experts & technicians 
• Many workers will know only methods 
• Knowledge is progressive, always testing & modifying 
• Progress; future will always know more 
• Faith in progress of science 

Immanuel Kant: Life (1724-1804) 
• Königsberg; Pietist family (protestant; inner life) 
• Appointed chair of logic & metaphysics 
• Powerful lecturer; heavy teaching load 
• Not much traveled, but very cosmopolitan 
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• Much writing, incl 3 Critiques: Pure Reason, Practical Reason, Judgement (1781-
90) 

• Fund Prin Metaphysics of Morals (1785) 
Enlightenment & Kant 

• “What Is Enlightenment?”; liberate from prejudice, superstition 
• Growing ability to think for self 
• Subject world to rational analysis (reason spreading among humans; process; 

dynamic)  
• Liberal tradition; human freedom at core 
• Faith in intellectual progress (optimistic) 

Influence of Rousseau 
• Kant thought Rousseau was the “Newton” of the moral world 
• Taught him to respect the common man 
• Dignity 
• Importance of “will”; man as self-legislating being 

Idealism, Rationalism, Dignity 
• (Fund Principles of Metaphy of Morals) 
• Humans have worth; treat as ends 
• Require we treat others with dignity 
• German Idealism; rationalism 
• Assert authority of individual in face of authorities (liberal tradition) 
• His political philos: mostly an extension of his moral theory 

Constitutionalism 
• Government only through law 
• Rechtsstaat (government under law) 
• Autonomy means law results from public (not dictator) 
• Publicity, freedom of the pen; free press, speech, belief 
• Work toward peace, cosmopolitan society 

Are There Human Rights? 
• Stoics: yes, based on divine spark of rationality; all brothers under skin 
• Locke: yes, based on natural rights 
• Rousseau: right to participate 
• Kant: human reason & autonomy 
• Can you will that it be done universally? 
• Pure form of moral law: leads to universal human rights 

Kant: Reason & Categories (Critique of Pure Reason) 
• Forms of rationality; non-empirical 
• Human understanding includes concepts or categories 
• Not “given” in experience, yet needed for experience 
• Concepts: a priori (prior to experience) 
• Rational concepts of the mind 

“Pure” Categories of Reason 
• Quantity: one, many, all (universality) 
• Is there no number so large, one could not be added to it? 
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• All knowledge relies on rational framework 
• Knowing: incl concepts, categories; not from experience; no possible exception 

Knowing 
• Analytic statement= by definition, a priori 
• Synthetic= factual statement about items, events in world (Hume) 
• Difference between things in themselves & how perceived by senses 
• Phenomena (appearance) in the world (H582) 
• Noumena= thing in itself (ding an sich) We know phenomena 
• Noumena: we know that it is, not what it is 
• Possible & necessary to make synthetic a priori judgments (H587; FP 4.1-2) 

Awakened by Hume 
• Awakened from his dogmatic slumber by Hume 
• Kant makes a Copernican revolution in morality? 
• Point of departure: tension between modern science & morality (H 582) 

Hume - conditional morality 
• Everything we know based on experience 
• Reduces moral question to one of taste 
• Morality as what we (society) approve 
• Hume: conditional hypothetical morality 
• If hungry, then do x 
• Cause= events habitually in succession 

Kant’s Response to Hume 
• If everything caused (determined), there is no morality at all 
• Possible reconcile Christianity with Newtonian, mechanistic view of world? 
• Desire (hungry), reason see how satisfy 
• Reason (for Hume) is slave of the passions 
• Heteronomy: act on emotions, necessity (F.P. 9.2); physiology (what evokes 

revulsion) 
• Use reason: devise conception of morals 
• Kant: moral precepts valid under all conditions (categorical) 
• Act such that we could wish it be universalized 
• Only thing truly good is good will (F.P.1.1) 
• Humans live in natural world; things are caused, determined 
• Many want to be arbitrary exception 
• Want act on desires: irrational 
• (Example: mafia hit man; but wish others would not murder) 

Duty; Categorical Imperative 
• Do your duty? Yes, but determined not by heteronomy & inclination (desire) 
• Duty determined by reason pursuing the universal: 
• Moral doctrine: categorical (from categories) imperative (“ought”, duty) 
• (said to be deontological, as opposed to utilitarian) 

Human Nature Basis of Morals 
• We share inclinations (desires) with animals 
• We share reason with God (FP 6.1)  
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• Humans not purely “natural” beings; also rational beings; in intelligible realm 
• (not classical view of nature) 
• Humans: possibility of moral choice 
• Moral decisions possible only if man free to act (autonomous) 

Rational 
• Rational beings; we understand by examining reasons 
• Without a choice; autonomy; freedom - there would be no morality 
• Morality, only if we act on principle (see FP 5.1 Cat. Imp.) 

Hume & Kant 
• Hume: morality based on sentiment; visceral sensations: reaction  
• Moral philos: what is useful 
• Kant: need explain as precept, principle 
• Sentiment irrelevant (to good choice) 
• We are “natural” beings (world of sense 10.1) 
• Oppose utilitarian theories (consequences) 
• Also free, autonomous, rational (world of understanding) 

Kant on Morality (2) 
• Not hypothetical, but categorical (5.1) 
• Pure categories of understanding do not supply content 
• Rationality in inherent in morality 
• Morality: intelligible realm, need reason 
• Infants or severely retarded not held morally responsible  

Autonomy, Dignity, Worth 
• Another form of imperative: treat humanity not mere means (FP 6.1) 
• Rational nature exists as “end in itself”  
• Such beings possess “absolute worth” 
• Rational being: “obey no law but that which he himself gives” (7.2) 
• Autonomy: basis of dignity of human & every rational creature (8.1) 

Kingdom of Ends & Rechtsstaat
• Kingdom of ends (see FP 7.1) from morals 
• Men autonomous; govern selves 
• Freedom= regulated freedom 
• Rechtsstaat (H.581,606) government under law = expression of universality 

(rational) 
• Representative government  
• Man: needs a master; break own self-will; obey universally valid will (PW 2.2) 

State & Citizen 
• Permit men attain happiness in own way 
• Need legal arrangements: guarantee freedom of all 
• Equal before the law 
• Independence: human autonomy & right to participate 

How Important Is Human Autonomy? 
Kant & Aristotle: (Reason= not slave to appetite; differ about degree to which all 
capable) (High Value) 
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Bacon: scientific progress is imperative; autonomy would be impediment (Low Value) 
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